~ Rh Negative Blood and Spiritual Abilities ~ (PART FOUR) The "Soft-Kill" Agenda
In continuing this series from where it left off, it can be posited that Rh negative blood occurs
in what can only be described scientifically as nearly a different “species” of humans than
their Rh positive counterparts. In the Bible, this distinction of clearly calling out two specific
“types” of people is made crystal clear. In Matthew 25:32-33 we see this: “(32) And before
him shall be gathered all nations: and he shall separate them one from another, as a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats: (33) And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the
goats on the left.” Like sheep and goats are two very different species, and we also know that
“....as it is in heaven, so shall it be on (in) (the) earth.” (Matthew 6:10) Assuming the presence
of Spiritual abilities also TENDS to run in those with Rh negative blood AND the fact that the
majority of people are both not so Spiritually inclined as well as Rh positive, we’ll discuss an
even more controversial aspect of this here and explore whether or not there may have been,
or still ongoing agenda to virtually wipe out those who have Spiritual gifts, typically targeting those who have Rh negative physiology.
No doubt many are aware that great Spiritual leaders and individuals have summarily been
assassinated all down through history, including many references to this directly in the Bible
itself. This has been an agenda running for literally thousands of years. For the purposes of
this post, let’s examine the possible realization that this is still something being perpetrated
against those with Spiritual gifts, predominately Rh negative individuals.
Science tells us, along with some of the many other traits and characteristics of Rh negative
people, while incredibly hardy in terms of disease resistance, longevity and in other ways,
many Rh negative individuals, as a group, also tend to have heightened sensitivities to toxins
and/or allergies. As these are the people who TEND to be so much more sensitive to energies, psychic abilities, etc., it only makes sense, that, as a group; they are also more “sensitive”
to tneir environment and the toxins they are exposed to. All down through history, there
truly has been an onslaught against those who have “gifts” operating in their lives, or even
against those as “perceived” to be different than others. From the dark days of the Grand Inquisition, which I wrote a full series on last year, to the genocide perpetrated by Hitler against
Jews, Gypsys, Blacks and any OTHER “minority” he felt threatened by, to agendas running
clear up into modern, present and current times and activities. Knowing that entire books
could be devoted to practically EACH of these items below; let’s just take a thumbnail look at
some of the “soft kill” agendas being carried out against humanity right now:
ESTROGEN MIMICKERS:
These are chemicals and “medications” which tend to upend a womans endocrine system and
turn their bodies into an estrogen dominate physiology. While ALL women have elevated
estrogen, because, after all, they ARE women, being estrogen DOMINATE is a totally different physiology and is KNOWN to weaken the body and making it a PERFECT environment
for cancer growth. The chemicals, BPA and BPS (the “replacement” to BPA, which actually,
is even WORSE), for ONE example, is a substance used to keep plastic soft and pliable and is
used heavily in drink containers! This family of chemicals is DIRECTLY linked to extensive
cancers and tumor growths and is BANNED in much of the world! Of course, the US FDA
has drug its heels doing this!

FLUORIDE IN DRINKING WATER:
Fluoride was originally developed in Nazi Germany, under Hitler to be used on pregnant Jewish
women, in order to induce abortion! While the ADA claims fluoride helps against cavities, this study
is misleading. The ion studied in that trial was CALCIUM fluoride! The ion used in water, toothpastes,
etc., is SODIUM fluoride! Sodium fluoride is a by-product of the aluminum industry and is so TOXIC,
no land fill will take it! So, what to do with all this TOXIC WASTE? Sell it to the government so they
can poison us with it in our water supplies and many other ways! Ask yourself...... “How many women do you know in ‘prime-time’ child-bearing years right now that are having reproductive trouble?”
In fact, MORE women today are having conditions requiring them to have hysterectomies and are
coming up sterile than at any other time since records like this have been kept!
ASPARTAME:
Yes, it is women who ill tend to want to watch calories, etc. Aspartame, now used heavily by big agra
as an artificial sweetener is such a deadly poison, it defies description! To make this stuff, a GENETICALLY MODIFIED E. COLI bacteria is “designed” and then this, already potentially dangerous
organism is fed a SYNTHETIC protein slurry and then it EXCRETES, yes POOPS out ASPARTAME!
Aspartame, in original studies, FAILED due to each and EVERY rat being fed this stuff developed hideous cancerous tumors covering their entire bodies and died horrific deaths from them! So, the question remains..... “Why are we being FED this stuff?” ANSWER: To destroy women in general! Women
are the HEARTBEAT of society... snuff IT out and you can commit a quiet genocide against any population you direct it at. Again, this is BANNED in most of the REST of the world, but NOT in the US!
THIMEROSAL and VACCINES:
Thimerosal, long used as a “preservative” in the vaccine industry is a MERCURY-based chemical.
Mercury is another substance so incredibly poisonous to human biology, it again, defies explanation
that ANY such derivative is used in a way to impact human physiology, and yet, it IS used and still
used in the US. For MANY years now, technology has existed that could replace thimerosal as a preservative in vaccines, but that technology has never been implemented! Why is this? The answer, at
this point, should be glaringly true. The link between thimerosal and autism in children (rendering
them probably incapable, in many cases of having families of their OWN) as well as many other health
issues such as organ toxicity and failure, encephalitis and others. Thimerosal first began showing up in
vaccines in 1931 and between 1931-1938 was when the first children suffering from autism were beginning to show up. As the vaccination program has become more aggressive with multiple shots being
given to children under 2, it’s no big surprise that Autism is now a “commonplace” disease in children! The politicians and others like to say this isn’t the case, but the ONLY study done that “claimed”
thimerosal was safe, was, in fact, fraudulent and the true numbers hidden in favor of breathing life
into another agenda that is set against us to destroy our children, and YES, to render THEM unable to
have their own families, as well.
I will close this post here as it is getting quite long, but will continue this! There are MANY more such
“agendas” which are really “soft kills” running against us, it will take future installments to even
just scratch the SURFACE of them! Vaccines, by the way, ALSO are known to contain OTHER “interesting” additives which adversely impact the victim it is injected into, but this material will have to
wait...
Highest Regards and Much Love,
Kevin

